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1.1 Location

Figure 1: Map showing the location of Chhukha Dzongkhag

Chhukha Dzongkhag lies in the South-western region of Bhutan. It is strategically placed on the Indo-Bhutan border
adjoining the Indian state of West Bengal. It is located at an altitude ranging from 200 -3500 meters above sea level. It is
bordered by Samtse and Haa in the west, Thimphu to the north and the Indian State of Bengal to the south. Chhukha is the
commercial and the financial capital of Bhutan with both of the first hydro power plants, Chhukha Hydel and Tala
hydroelectricity Project, the country’s largest power plant located in the dzongkhag. The Dzongkhag is assisted by the
Dungkhag Administration in Phuentsholing that comprises of three main Gewog namely Dala Gewog, Logchina Gewog and
Shampheling Gewog. Due to nearness to the Indian border it has created a strong economic base and attracts people from
various parts of the country and from across the border for trading purpose. With higher industrial growth in Pasakha, and
increasing level of commercial activities, Phuentsholing is considered as one of the most important growth centers of
Bhutan.
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1.2 Background
In 1950s, only few small hamlets existed in Phuentsholing, but later with the launching of the first Five-year plan in 1961, the
development accelerated and grew at an unprecedented rate leading to the preparation of first Development Plan in 1987.
Being land locked, Bhutan depends on road transport for all its import and exports. Being located on the main highway,
Phuentsholing serves as the main entry point for visitors and freight from India and Bangladesh, directly connecting the
capital city of Thimphu with the Indian state of West Bengal. The construction of Phuentsholing-Paro-Thimphu highway was
the turning point in development of the city and caused rapid population and industrial growth. Over the last two decades,
Phuentsholing’s growth has outstripped its infrastructure growth.
A number of planning proposals were made in the plan, but their implementation did not take place as envisaged due to
various reasons. The next urban development plan for Phuentsholing (2002-2017) proposed for a wider, regional
perspective for the city and it is the most comprehensive document providing important base data for urban planning. Limited
land availability for future expansion and inadequate infrastructure growth are identified as critical issues by all the past
planning proposals prepared for Phuentsholing.
Despite this great location and strategic advantage, the city is facing significant challenges. The current growth of
Phuentsholing owes to the immigrant population from India, Bangladesh and other parts of Bhutan. This has resulted in
haphazard development on the fringes of the city. With increasing growth pressures, the city has serious shortage of land for
development and expansion due to the surrounding hilly terrain which is prone to landslides and dangers posed by flooding,
erosion and sedimentation of Amo Chhu River.
The Amo Chhu LAP is situated at a very significant location. This makes the plan crucial not only for Phuentsholing, but also
for Bhutan. If planned and designed carefully, the plan has potential to go beyond providing just a functional solution for
addressing development pressures in the core town as it can transform Phuentsholing into “the Economic Hub.”
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Figure 2: Regional connectivity of Phuentsholing

Amo Chhu River
The Amo chhu river system has its origin in China and flows through the western Bhutan districts of Ha and Samtse before
finally draining via Chhukha district on to the plains of India. The upper catchment is at a high elevation with steep slopes.
Its source is Mount Pauhunri 7,128 metres (m) above mean sea level on the border with India and China. The catchment
area down to Phuentsholing is approximately 3,785 square kilometres.
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1.3 Vision
“A vibrant, successful and sustainable town reinforced by key infrastructural provision”
Accepting that growth and development is inevitable,
this plan seeks to direct growth in an orderly and a
comprehensive manner. The purpose of this plan is to
set out the overall development and growth strategy.
Such a plan allows Amo Chhu to make provision in a
plan led manner for future development consistent with
projected population targets. The facilitation of amenity
development, necessary infrastructure and community
are strong focus areas of this plan. Another key area
for desired improvement is community cohesion and
activity. Community bonds can be built through local
events and activities, improving places where people
can meet and socialize, and more physical activities
that brings people out onto the street or taking part in
activities where they can meet and interact.
Understanding the need, the plan proposes for creation
of high quality public open spaces encouraging
conviviality.

Amo Chhu is envisaged as having an interacting and
supporting role to the adjacent core town. The core
town is still under significant development pressure,
primarily of a commercial nature, due to its locational
proximity to Indian borders and good transportation links
to India. It is anticipated that this development pressure
will intensify over the years. Bearing that in mind, Amo
Chhu LAP has been envisaged as a commercial centre
that will play a supporting role in decongesting the core
town. Furthermore, it is envisaged to develop as an
exciting, attractive and a livable town that will contribute
to the economic prosperity and social success of the
region and the nation. The integration of the LAP with
the Phuntsholing Township Development Project
(PTDP) has also been emphasized since it shares the
same boundary and is located adjacent to each other.
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1.4 Aims and objectives of Amo Chhu LAP
•

To designate a sizable land in appropriate
location for creation of high-quality public
spaces

•

To harness unique economic opportunities in
Amo Chhu

•

To establish walking and cycling as preferred
transport for short trips within Amo Chhu

•

To maximize the potential for development

•

To align transport system and land use to
optimize accessibility and amenity

•

To create new
protecting
and
environment.

open spaces meanwhile
enhancing
the
natural
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1.5 Plan Preparation Process

Stage 1: Preliminary Survey
Upon urgent request from the Phuentsholing Thromde, the Ministry initiated the review of the Amo Chhu LAP mid-way
through the fiscal year in February realizing the need for interventions. With huge densification in the core town of
Phuentsholing along with the upcoming Phuentsholing Township Development Project (PTDP) and the lack of integration
between the two existing plans, the Phuentsholing Thromde found it imperative that the plan needed to be reviewed.
The initial Amo Chhu LAP was carried out in 2014 and had already been demarcated. A team, comprising of urban planners
from the Urban Planning and Development Division was formed to review the existing LAP.
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Stage 2: Data collection
Cadastral information were acquired from the Phuentsholing Thromde along with the existing plotting reconfiguration in order
to prepare the base maps and the verifications maps prior to the site visit. The team visited the sites and infrastructure
verifications were carried out although most of the structures on ground were either temporary or semi- permanent in nature.
The whole stretch of the Amo Chhu LAP was either under refilling development or vast areas of vacant land. Consequently,
base maps were updated on the basis of detailed physical survey and verification.
Stage 3: Data analysis and concept plan development
All the information collected were then synthesized and analyzed to determine the existing scenario, trends and for the
identification of major issues and problems. Various software such as AutoCAD, GIS, and Photoshop etc were widely used
for the analysis of the data collected. Consequently, the team prepared a concept plan and after careful review and
presentation to the department, the team set forward to Thromde for the first Public Consultation. After incorporating the
comments and suggestions from the first round of public consultation, it was presented again to the public before finalizing
the plan.
Stage 4: Draft LAP
Ensuing the consultation, a more detailed concept plan was prepared based on the inputs received and the results presented
in the public consultation meeting. The concept plan embraced the designation of precincts, road layout and other
infrastructures. Broad estimates of the main proposals were prepared and possible methods of financing them were also
indicated.
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1.6 Planning consideration

Figure 3: List of planning considerations for the Review
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1.

Urban Development plan (2002-2017)

The Urban Development Plan (2002 – 2017) is prepared with a view to enact better laws and regulations, which are
practical and implementable. The plan also addresses very precisely the implementation responsibility and role of various
stakeholders based on the objectives and policies. It also provides for a review in terms of Good Urban Governance and
infrastructure growth so that the national objectives of “Transparency” and “Accountability” can be achieved.
The infrastructure and housing gaps are identified based on existing and projected population of the city. Transportation is
considered important for the future growth and various schemes relating to parking, road widening, public transport, junction
improvements and traffic management are proposed in the report.
Providing sufficient affordable housing for all is considered as an important objective of the development plan and it is
recommended that the Phuentsholing Thromde and other government bodies should play an active role in achieving this.
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2. Phuntsholing Structure Plan

Figure 4: Map showing the Precinct Plan of Phuentsholing
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The first Phuentsholing Structure plan (1987-2001) was
prepared by National Urban Development Corporation
(NUDC) with assistance from United Nation Center for
Human Settlement (habitat). The Structure plan
proposed for a wider, regional perspective for the city
and it is the most comprehensive document providing
important base data for urban planning. Later in 2015,
with the declaration of Dzongkhag and Yenlag
Thromde by the Parliament, the Thromde was further
extended to Toorsa Tar, Kabraytar, Damdara, Amo
chhu Bank, Rinchending till Pasakha, stipulating the
need to cover the extended areas in the plan.
Consequently, the Phuentsholing Structure Plan (20132028) was endorsed by National Consultative
Committee for Human Settlement (NCCHS) on 17th
February, 2014.

do business, to work, and to raise families. Smart
growth is related to the principles of intelligent
urbanism.

The Structure plan consist of eleven LAPs, with the
total planning area of 2076 acres. The Structure Plan is
underpinned by the principles of Smart Growth. Its
goals are to achieve a unique sense of community and
place; expand the range of transportation, employment,
and housing choices; equitably distribute the costs and
benefits of development; preserve and enhance natural
and cultural resources and promote public health.
Smart Growth principles are directed at developing
sustainable communities that are good places to live, to

The plan also includes a strong housing component
and provides directives for community services and
facilities. The ongoing Phuentsholing-Samtse Highway
will create new avenues and help boost Bhutan’s
economy by filling in these strategic lacunas. It will
open up the entire belt from east to west zones for
development in stages, through strategies which are
evolving in Phuentsholing and Samtse regions. An
efficient transportation network can make the import
and the export of products possible on a larger scale.

The Phuntsholing Structure plan (2013-2028) has in
totality:
• Laid down the broad land uses
• Designated various development zones
• Specified Development Control Regulations,
• Assessed the existing proposals for the
infrastructure and services requirements and laid
out an appropriate road network.
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3. Phuntsholing Township Development Project

Figure 5: The Phuntsholing Township Development Project

Phuntsholing Township Development Project (PTDP), prepared by Druk Holding Investments (DHI) and HCP Design
Planning and Management Private Limited will develop 460 hectares of riparian land. The project area extends on the left
bank of Ammo chu river from the existing Phuentsholing town under Phuentsholing thromde to the right bank at the base of
Kaileshwar hill under Samtse Dzongkhag thus affecting the Ammo chu LAP. Keeping in line with the Phuntsholing Structure
plan’s vision to grow Phuentsholing into an economically vibrant, ecologically sustainable, and energy efficient center that
will support economic diversification, employment creation, and income generation.
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The PTDP aims to fulfill the following objectives: •
•
•
•
•

Protection from flooding.
Expansion of Phuentsholing city
Improvement of built environment and cultural
fabric of Phuentsholing
Economic growth for residence of
Phuntsholing
Promoting the importance to region and
country

Some of the main features of the proposed land
reclamation projects are as follow:
• Green belt park and river front development
• Ring road and new bridges for a better connection
with present Phuentsholing city
• A mass rapid transit system along the river
• Land use plan on the reclaimed land (865 acres) will
primarily comprise of residential, recreational, tourism
linked facilities, commercial, institutional, open areas

and infrastructure facilities.
• Additional facilities may include a large tourism
resort, airport, golf club, medical hub and mini
knowledge hub.
• It is suggested to develop the reclamation project in
phases, considering the financial viability.
Since the PTDP and the Amo chhu LAP shares the
same boundary it is very crucial to integrate the two
plans. The integration of the two plans can be viewed
in terms of the following elements:
1. Road layout
2. Integration of amenities and services
3. Land use
4. Built form
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Figure 6: The Phuntsholing Township Development Project with 3D visualization
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4. Amo chhu LAP 2014
With the proposal of Amo chhu Land
Reclamation Township Project (ALRTP), need
for the preparation of Amo chhu local area plan
(LAP) was found necessary as the ALRTP (now
changed
to
Phuntsholing
Township
Development Project (PTDP)) was going to take
longer to initiate and consequently, the
empowered group chaired by Honorable
Minister, MoWHS directed the Thromde to
prepare the plan for the area where the
maximum
private
plots
were
located.
Thus, the local area plan (LAP) for Amo chhu
was formulated in 2014, with the total planning
area of 99.15 acres. The LAP area
encompassed a total of 92 private plots
including 27 relocated plots. The LAP stresses
upon accessibility, walkability and harmony
within the community and recognizes for proper
mode of transport including multiple options for
transport to reduce pollution and innate healthy
growth of the community.

The LAP recognizes the importance of
facilitating development and the integration of
the LAP area with the PTDP area. The LAP has
recognised the importance of regulating land
use in the local area and also provided for urban
infrastructure, parks, housing, schools and
community center. During the formulation of the
LAP, the mode of land mobilization used was
land pooling wherein the plot owners agreed for
the 30% of land pooling contribution. The Amo
CHHU LAP has been designated as UV-2 HD,
which is primarily residential. The main basis of
designating Amo Chhu LAP as UV-2 HD was to
complement
the
large-scale
commercial
activities that would be taking place in the
PTDP, however the PTDP have now laid out
provisions for residential use in the project,
thereby stipulating need to re-assess the land
use for the Amo chhu LAP area.
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2| Existing
Scenario
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2.1 Topography
The Amo chhu LAP is
bounded by the Amo chhu
river to the west, the Core
town to the south and
Damdara to the east. The
LAP lies in the flood plain of
one of the country’s major
river, namely Amo chhu.
The LAP area starts from
the NHDCL housing colony
of Bangay in the North to
the
newly
constructed
bridge over Omm Chhu by
the YDF. From the east, the
LAP area starts from
foothills of the slopes of
Figure 7: The land profile of Amo Chhu LAP

Damdara and borders the Phuentsholing- Samtse Highway on the West, lying adjacent to the Phuntsholing Township
Development Project (PTDP), embodying the flat floodplains along the left bank of Amo chhu river. The PhuentsholingSamtse Highway forms a natural boundary between the Phuntsholing township Development Project (PTDP) and the Amo
chhu LAP. Despite the availability of the flatter floodplains for development, the floodplains of the Amo chhu river is very
prone to occasional flooding- In the 2016 monsoon period, almost half of the LAP area was washed away. This poses
constraint to developments, thereby requiring a river protection work which is currently being carried out by DHI for the
township development.
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2.2 Climatic Conditions
The climate is subtropical and humid in the southern
plains and foothills. Phuentsholing enjoys a warm, subtropical to temperate climate with an average annual
rainfall varying between 500-1000 mm. When compared
with winter, the summers have much more rainfall. Amo
Chhu is at a relatively low altitude of 220 m above sea
level, corresponding to the plain areas of India. The
average annual temperature is 23.2 °C in Amo Chhu. In a
year, the average rainfall is 4383 mm. The warmest
month of the year is August, with an average temperature
of 27.4 °C. At 16.0 °C on average, January is the coldest
month of the year. The average daily winter temperature
varies between 5-18°C and the average daily
temperature during summer varies between 20-38°C. It
experiences all four seasons with a heavy monsoon rain
for about three months starting from June. During the
summer the weather is much warmer and wetter.
Figure 8: The Amo Chhu LAP during the summer season
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2.3 Demography

Chhukha: 27,652 Amo Chhu: 518

Figure 9: Map depicting the location of Chhukha Dzongkhag

According to Population & Housing Census of Bhutan (PHCB 2017), the population of Chhukha Dzongkhag was 27652
persons in 2017. The projected population was 28346 at a growth rate of 2.5 %. Meanwhile, Amo Chhu had a population of
only 518 persons in the year 2017 (PHCB 2017). And with a growth rate of 2.5 %, the population is expected to increase to
915 persons by 2039. Such a low count in 2017 can be attributed to the fact that the Amo Chhu LAP could not be released
for development due to ongoing refilling and protection works carried out by the PTDP. However, by June 2018, with the
allotment of 106 National Housing Development Corporation Limited (NHDCL) units in the Amo Chhu LAP, it has resulted in
a rapid surge of population and with the upcoming developmental activities of the PTDP project, the population is expected
to increase in a few years.
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2.4 Proposed site

The Amo chhu Lap starts from the foothills
of the slope at the west, Amo chhu river
and PDTP project at the western and
Toorsa
Tar
at
the
north.
The
Phuentsholing-Samtse highway between
the ongoing PTDP and Amo chhu LAP acts
as the boundary between the two Laps.
The planning area consists of 99.15 acres
of land with a total of 106 private plots
including 27 relocated plots. The proposed
site is almost vacant with minimal
development
like
service
center,
warehouses and small-scale workshops.
The NHDCL housing colony is the only
residential area at the present site. Hence
there is no amenities or open scape, urban
infrastructure and utilities.

Figure 10: The proposed site of Amo Chhu LAP
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Streams

Internal Road Network

Private Plots

P/ling-Samtse National
Highway

Amo Chhu LAP Site

Figure 11: The existing scenario
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2.5 Existing Amenities and Facilities
While assessing the existing scenario, it is to significant to understand that although the 2014 LAP was already approved
and released for implementation, till date there has been very minimal developmental activities except for few constructions.
This is attributed to the fact that a lot of refilling and levelling needs to be carried out by the PTDP project. The proposed
highway is still under construction. Thus, the existing infrastructures will basically highlight on the what was proposed during
the 2014 LAP despite the lack of implementation on ground.

Road & Circulation
Type of Road

ROW

P/ling- Samtse highway

17m

Primary Road

12m

Secondary Road

9m

Tertiary road

8m

Access road

6m

Total Area

22.96 acres

The road network in the LAP area has been as per convenience of the users due to the flat topography. The existing road
circulation comprises of ongoing Phuentsholing- Samtse Highway, which will further enhance opportunities of the region.
The areas within the LAP are inter connected by multiple roads with ROW of (12m, 9m, 8m & 6m) respectively as given in the
table. A bypass road is proposed below the foothill towards the west of the LAP, mainly to ease the traffic with the settlement in
the LAP. As a result, the road within the LAP would help ease the movement of pedestrian and light vehicles. As of now, only the
bypass road has been implemented although it is unpaved and narrow at the moment. Regular flooding by the Amo Chhu has
also disrupted the road network.
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Figure 12: Existing road hierarchy of Amo Chhu LAP
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Amenities
The amenities and services are essential for the establishment and functioning of any residential community and would
essentially be of a small scale, which will serve the daily needs of the community.
Taking the needs of the community in consideration, the LAP proposed for education, transportation, housing and
recreational uses occupying an area of 1.5 acres. With the LAP being under the development phase, currently no proper
utility networks or amenities are established. Temporary lines of power and other amenities are drawn on a need basis. With
the completion of the social housing in the LAP area, construction of a water treatment plant and reservoir has been
completed.
Neighborhood center
The LAP proposed for the Neighborhood center which will house the community center, bus and taxi parking, occupying an
area of 0.5 acres.
Religious Land use
The small chorten located in the crematorium is the only religious centers of the local area. The private plots surrounding the
crematorium are predominantly residential, thereby engendering issues of odour and pollution from the crematorium.
Therefore, there needs to be the relocation of the crematorium from the Amo chhu LAP.
School
With the Amo chhu LAP located few kms away from the core town, land has been allotted for a government school in
walkable distance from the residences.
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Figure 13: Existing amenities and services
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Social housing
In order to address the acute shortage of
affordable housing in Phuentsholing, the initiation
of the construction of affordable housing as
envisaged by his Majesty the King was executed
in Phuentsholing. Almost 1.7 acres of land has
been designated for the housing in which three
housing colonies have already been built.
Currently, twenty buildings out of 62 have been
completed at Amo Chhu LAP.
Existing Utilities and Infrastructure
Since there is minimal development, there is no amenities or open scape, urban infrastructure and utilities. Most of the
developed land are service centers, industries and
workshops like ware house, scrape stock yard, small
manufacturing unit, etc.
Urban infrastructure like water supply, sewerage, storm
water drainage, solid waste management and street lights
are among the basic essential services that need to be
considered during the preparation of LAP.
Disposal of solid waste into the drainage at present results in
to blockage of flow, local flooding, leaching of pollutants and
transfer of oil from the near workshops and garages pollutes
the stream and river water. It has constructed communal
bins in various parts of the town. Wastes from these bins are
collected every day and disposed at the landfill.
Figure 14: Existing Amo Chhu LAP
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Open space

Figure 15: Existing open space

The Amo chhu LAP has provided a variety of open spaces, which satisfies the recreational demand of different groups of the
society. The open space varies from 425- 843 sqm comprising a total of 0.8 acres (0.8 % of total LAP area). Currently, with
hardly any development in Amo chhu at present, there is a lack of organized and defined open spaces in the local area. The
natural forest on the slope beyond the LAP boundary would be protected as it is very steep and unfit for development. The
existing natural streams needs to be identified and protected thereby, efficiently integrating with the other open space
system within the LAP.
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3| Analytical
Study
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3.1 Natural Environment
The entire area of Amo chhu local area comes under tertiary Himalayan geology. It is located in southern Bhutan at a
latitude of 26° 51’ N and 89°23’ E and the altitude of 160 m above mean sea level. Being banked on the floodplains of the
Amo Chhu, the native landscape of Amo Chhu Local area has been greatly modified by the river through the natural
processes and is now largely devoid of its native flora and fauna. The area has significant topographical features to the east
and west, with Mount Kaileshwar in the West. The Amo Chhu LAP 2014 has proposed for network of public open space with
provisions for drainage sites and parks dispersed throughout the LAP. The hill slopes are prone to slips and landslides in the
relatively weak zone. The main reason for landslides is slope failures i.e. inherent lack of strength of materials, which leads
to the development of tension cracks on the hill slope. These cracks allow rainwater into hill slopes and thereby, enhancing
the sliding activity. Landslide and slope failure caused by torrential stream is a peculiar feature, which should be taken into
account while proposing any development plans for Phuentsholing.

3.2 Existing land patterns
3.2.1 Land use
Land is a very valuable asset that is utilized to meet a multiplicity and variety of human needs and to serve numerous,
diverse purposes. Land use analysis is a method of generally classifying how land is used. Each type of use has its own
characteristics that can determine its compatibility, location and preference to other land uses in an area. A land use plan
brings together consideration for both the physical development as well as the social characteristics of an area. Studying the
land use of an area can assist in analyzing the current form of development and also act as a framework for formulating the
future land use of the area. Land use analysis should be approached in such a way that it seeks to regulate the uses in an
efficient way, in order to minimize land-use conflicts.
The earmarked land use in the Amo Chhu Local Area Plan is predominantly residential dictated by the uniform designation
of a single precinct of Urban Village-2 HD. This designation of precinct in the LAP facilitated few developments in the area
with major river protection works being carried out currently to rehabilitate the floodplains in order to protect the area from
monsoon floods. Currently, only a few numbers of residential buildings are coming up besides the already completed
residential colonies (NHDCL), an initiative undertaken by the government to curb housing shortages. Otherwise, most of the
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area has been developed into heavy workshops and stockyards as the market demand for such uses increased with the
commencement of hydro power projects in the country and delay of the PTDP.
Other land uses in the area include commercial, industrial and civic, as well as a large number of public use or parks and
recreational reserves. The main idea for having the LAP fully residential was to supplement to the large commercial activities
intended in the adjacent PTDP area at that time.

3. 2.2

Plot size

With the desire to preserve some of the assets such as adequate space, low density and rambling buildings, the minimum
plot size is 9.1 decimals after pooling. Setting the minimum plot sizes also ensures the regulation of residential density, with
its clear relationship to light and air and fire protection being key driving factors for improving the living quality of its
residents. With the set minimum plot size, the existing plot sizes of the Amo Chhu LAP were categorized into three
categories:
• Plots between 9.1 – 13 decimals
• Plots greater than 13 decimals
As depicted in the figure, out of a total 92 plots, only 26.1 % (24 nos) of the total plots are in between 9.1 to 13 decimals
whereas the remaining 73.9 % (68) of the plots are greater than 13 decimals. The smaller plots ranging between 9.1 to 13
decimals are basically scattered across the LAP area. In comparison to the core LAP, Amo Chhu LAP encompasses larger
plot sizes.
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Figure 16: Plot size analysis
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3.3 BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Development in the area has never been stagnant though there has been constant threat of flooding. With a lack of flat and
buildable area in the town, pressure for land on the LAP is always high. However, not all of the LAP area is habitable
without the construction of a proper river protection and portions of those flooded areas are still vacant.
Under the government initiative, major development of land in the area was for three residential colonies in order to curb
housing shortage in Phuentsholing. With the recent temporary protection works, some of the earlier reluctant land owners
have started their construction. But from now on since the PTDP has commenced, development in the area is expected to
be very rapid. Otherwise most of the activities are temporary workshops and stockyards which only call for temporary sheds
and structures. Most are single to double storied steel frame structures.

Figure 17: Existing structures in Amo Chhu LAP
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4| Need for
Review
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4.1 Issues
One of the underlying basis for the review of the Amo
Chhu LAP is the lack of integration, especially in terms
of the road layout. The level of accessibility between
the two plans, Amo Chhu LAP and the PTDP is very
minimal and harbours room for alterations to form a
well-integrated network of circulation and to ease the
flow of traffic between the two. With the only two
punctures throughout the longitudinal stretch of
approximately 3 kms, it is very important for the
integration of two plans for them to function efficiently.
However, there are some minor issues in the LAP
2014 that could be further enhanced along with the
integration of the plan.

1. Relocation of the crematorium
With the Amo Chhu LAP already demarcated in the
year 2014, the existing crematorium had been
retained in the LAP itself. Concerns about health risks
posed by emissions of hazardous air pollutants from
the crematories and the stigma of living near
crematoriums have been raised by the public.
Moreover, with the Amo Chhu LAP envisioned as a
commercial hub abutting the PTDP, the retainment of
the existing crematorium in its original location would
harm the character and the

appearance of the area. Consequently, thorough
consultations were carried out with the stakeholders,
especially the Dratshang and it was unanimously
decided to be relocated. The exact location for the
crematorium needs to be recognised by the Thromde
in consultation with the Dratshang, but tentatively they
have identified the public utility precinct of PTDP by
the border.

2. Sewage Treatment Plant
The 2014 Amo Chhu LAP designated a 0.5-acre area
for a Sewage Treatment Plant at the entrance of the
Amo Chhu LAP from the Phuentsholing core town.
Such a designation of a STP at the entrance of the
LAP is not only visually unpleasant but also
engenders odour. Moreover, as per our planning
standard, the proposed STP, as it is will only cater to
the needs of 410 persons thereby depicting the need
for an allocation of a larger area. However, as per
previous consultations with Druk Holding Investments
(DHI), the PTDP had agreed to even provide services
such as water supply and the STP to the residents of
Amo Chhu. Accordingly, during the consultation
meetings, the issue was raised to which the project
agreed to abide by their initial agreement.
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3. Inconsistent ROW
It is very crucial for the ROW in a local area to have a hierarchy and to comply to the Spatial Planning Standards. However,
the particular stretch of the proposed bypass road on the eastern end of the local area as shown in the map has an
inconsistent ROW with the ROW varying from 6m to 7. 5m to 8m. Such inconsistencies need to be addressed in order to
have a circulation network that not only functions on its entirety but is also efficient.

Figure 18: Map depicting the stretch with an inconsistent ROW in the LAP area
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Land use
The initial idea of having Amo Chhu LAP as Urban Village-2 HD was to complement the large scale commercial activities
that would be taking place in the PTDP, however now with PTDP laying out provisions for residential use in the project, we
need to take into consideration that Phuentsholing is the commercial hub of the country and accordingly assign commercial
uses for the optimal use of the land in Amo Chhu LAP.
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4.2 Integration of Amo Chhu and PTDP
The vision of PTDP is a carefully developed town that is livable, vibrant, inclusive, affordable, sustainable, safe and resilient.
It aims at providing new opportunities to the present and future residents of Phuentsholing to live, work, shop and entertain;
and catalyze its transformation into an economic, cultural and tourist hub without compromising on the environmental
concerns and cultural values of Bhutan.
Given the proximity of the two plans, it is imperative that the two plans complement each other and since the Amo Chhu LAP
lies adjacent to ‘Zone A’ of the PTDP, their integration is of utmost importance. Integrating the two projects is to ensure that
the services provided are not disjoint for the user so that the user can easily navigate. Integration ensures that the activities
are linked to other services.
Integration of the Amo Chhu Lap and the PTDP is a key method for improving the quality of services and organizing them
effectively and cost -effectively. The basic principle is that the resident’s needs are assessed as a whole and then
incorporated during integration. The aim is that the services and interventions of different infrastructures are combined
flexibly, delivering services that are timely and effective as possible for the residents and ensuring that the services are
organized effectively. Accordingly, the integration of the two plans have been appraised in terms of the following elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Road layout
Land use
Built form
Integration of amenities and services
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1.Road layout

Figure 19: Map illustrating the integration between the two projects in terms of land use.
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The integration requires proper assessment at several levels, inclusive of certain mandatory parameters like road layout which
cannot be overlooked. As illustrated in the map, the PTDP and the Amo Chhu LAP is divided into two separate entities by the
Samtse- Phuntsholing highway that has a carriageway of 10.5 metres (as seen in figure 20).

PTDP (Service lane)

2-lane highway

Amo Chhu LAP

Figure 20: Cross section of the existing highway with a carriageway of 10.5 m abutted by the service lane of PTDP.
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The circulation network of Zone A is very grid- like with a hierarchy of six different ROWs as presented below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

22m
18.5m
18m
12m
11m
9m

Meanwhile the road hierarchy in the Amo Chhu LAP is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

12m
9m
8m
6m

There is segregation between the LAP and the PTDP due to restricted entry and exit from the highway and unaligned roads
in the LAP and PTDP. It is useful to render good accessibility between the two plans to enhance integration and to ease the
circulation. As it is, the integration of the road network between the two projects is very minimal with only two punctures.
There is only one entry and exit to the PTDP from the high way and there is a requirement to identify more punctures
wherever possible along with adequate alignment of roads. However, if some existing or upcoming structures hinder the
realignment of the road, possible re-alignment of the PTDP roads can also be discussed with the CDCL team of the PTDP.
The T-junctions of the roads to highway has to have proper roundabouts proposed to ease the traffic flow.
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1. Land Use

Figure 21: Map illustrating the integration between the two projects in terms of land use
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Land is used to meet a multiplicity and variety of human needs and to serve numerous, diverse purposes. When the users of
land decide to employ its resources towards different purposes, land use change occurs producing both desirable and
undesirable impacts. The analysis of land use change is essentially the analysis of the relationship between people and
land.
Analyzing the current land use in both the projects, the main arterial street along the highway is a mixed-use precinct known
as the main street precinct with commercial uses at ground level and residential uses at upper levels. It shall have
continuous arcade and built-to-line at the street level facing the main street.
Primary uses: Residential, commercial, offices, educational institute, public institution, hotels parks and transport
Maximum permissible height: The maximum permissible height of building allowed along the main street shall be 22m
typically (allow G+5 floors) including roof and attic.
As for the rest of the land use in Zone A of the PTDP, the plan proposes for a residential mixed-use precinct which extends
along all the internal minor streets and is intended to be a residential precinct with affordable housing, open spaces and
gardens.
Primary use: Residential, commercial, offices, educational institute, public institute and parks
Height: shall be 18.5 metres (allow G+4 floors), excluding roof and attic
Meanwhile the proposed precinct in Amo Chhu LAP is UV-2 HD, which is primarily residential with a permissible floor height
of G+4. The initial idea of having Amo Chhu LAP as UV-2 HD was to complement the large-scale commercial activities that
would be taking place in the PTDP, however now with PTDP laying out provisions for residential use in the project, we need
to take into consideration that Phuentsholing is the commercial hub of the country and accordingly assign commercial uses
for the optimal use of the land in Amo Chhu LAP.
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2. Built form
Image and experience of a city of a town depends on
its built form and the overall urban form. Therefore,
while planning a development and while preparing its
precinct and regulations, it is crucial to envision the
built form and urban form it would yield and the urban
environment it would create.
Unfortunately, the conventional approach to planning
has traditionally focused on regulating uses and
densities, but has missed out on the urban form. This
results into an unwieldy, incoherent, haphazard built
form and urban environment which does not
appropriately support the urban activities happening on
the streets and does not improve the quality of life in
the neighborhoods and precincts. In contrast with the
conventional approach, the form-based approach
squarely focuses on the form and the development
regulations are derived to achieve a compact humanscaled, pedestrian friendly urban environment that can
facilitate the urban activities and improve the quality of
life and at the same time can create an imaginable
urban form. Therefore, while reviewing the urban built
form of the two projects, it is vital that the two plans

have a form that not only embraces each other but also
encourages a visually pleasant character.

Figure 22: 3D Visualizations of the built form in PTDP
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5| Proposals
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5.1 Concept Plan
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5.2 Infrastructural Proposal

Infrastructural development and investment are a vital
component in ensuring sustainable development. The
country has experienced unprecedented growth and
change, particularly during the two decades leading up
to the preparation of this Plan with the resultant
pressure on infrastructure, including energy resources,
water and waste-water collection and treatment, solid
waste recovery and communications infrastructure.
How so ever, for Amo chhu LAP, there is an
understanding with the PTDP where by at least water
supply and sewerage treatment would be provided by
the PTDP.
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5.2.1Transport
Transport is the essential convenience with which people not just connects but also progresses. Throughout history,
people's progress has been sustained on the convenience, speed and safety of the modes of transport. Road transport
occupies a primary place in to-day's world as it provides a reach unparallel by any other contemporary mode of transport. A
good road network is a critical infrastructure requirement for rapid growth. It provides connectivity to remote areas; provides
accessibility to markets, schools, and hospitals; and opens up backward regions to trade and investment. Roads also play
an important role in inter-modal transport development, establishing links with airports, railway stations, and ports. Thus,
road transport is vital to the economic development and social integration of the country.

Figure 23: 3D Visualizations of the proposed secondary road in Amo Chhu
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Figure 24: Proposed road layout of Amo Chhu LAP
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Road transport fulfils a major role in the nation’s economy
involving a wide range of industries and services from vehicle
manufacturers and suppliers to infrastructure builders, services,
energy providers, public authorities, products and many others.
Road transport, together with the other modes of transport,
provides indispensable mobility for all citizens and goods and
contributes to the economic prosperity of a nation. It is a key
factor to social, regional and economic cohesion, including the
development of rural areas. Recognizing the importance of roadbased transportation for commerce and pedestrian facilities in the
area, this LAP proposes for a well-integrated circulation network.
The importance of high-quality road transport both within the town
itself and to the other parts of the country and other regional
centres must be seen as a key focus of any transportation
strategy for Amo Chhu town. While the plan area has been
generally well served in terms of the proposed pedestrian
footpaths the LAP also focuses on ensuring that quality
pedestrian facilities are provided to the town core from all
residential, commercial and institutional lands within the plan area

Figure 25: Hierarchy of road in Amo Chhu LAP
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Figure 26: Proposed highway and Open space- 1 in Amo Chhu LAP.

The strategy acknowledges that the dominance of private vehicles in Phuentsholing transport system is likely to continue
over coming decades yet identifies that changes need to be made to address the high levels of pollution, congestion,
accidents and costs associated with the system. Goals to address these include improving and promoting walking, cycling
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and public transport; better land use mix and higher densities at strategic locations; and development of accessible
commercial and employment centres.
One of the underpinning ideologies for the review of the Amo Chhu LAP was the lack of integration in terms of the road
layout, which has been addressed in the proposed road layout. The two lane Phuentsholing- Samtse highway, that runs
south- north from the centre of the two projects further widens into a four-lane ROW (as seen in figure 25) through the whole
stretch of the LAP boundary and further shrinks into the two lane Phuentsholing- Samtse Highway at the end of the project
boundary. This requires an additional one lane ROW contribution from each project in order to further enhance the quality of
road transport. A total of five punctures have now been provided in between the two projects as outlined in the map. This
further increases the efficiency between the two projects and profoundly enhances accessibility between the two projects in
comparison to the only two punctures of the 2014 LAP. With such alterations to the road layout, it will promote a socially
inclusive and an efficient town.

Figure 27: Proposed four-lane highway between the two projects
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The table below gives us the total area and length of the proposed road in the Amo Chhu LAP.

Proposed Highway (ROW- 22.5 m)

2 km

9.897 acres

Proposed Primary Road (ROW-10m)

13.652 km

15.969 acres

Proposed Secondary Road (ROW- 9m)

1.21 km

1.653 acres

Proposed Access road (ROW- 4.5m)

.108 km

0.128 acres

16.97 kms

27.647 acres

Figure 28: Cross section of the proposed highway and Open space- 1 in Amo Chhu LAP.
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Cross Sections of the Road
1. Highway

Figure 29: Cross section of the proposed highway
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2. Primary road

Figure 30: Cross section of the proposed Primary road
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3. Secondary Road

Figure 31: Cross section of the proposed Secondary Road
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Figure 32: 3D visualizations of the proposed Secondary road
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4. Access Road

Figure 33: Cross sections of Access Road
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5.2.2 Pedestrian Access
The LAP recognizes the importance of connectivity and works towards
the creation of a pedestrian friendly mode of transport, with segregated
pedestrians from vehicles roadways. Accordingly, the plan proposes for
both on-street and off-street footpaths that can be used for walking and
cycling. The LAP has proposed for a paved 1.5 meters on street footpath
and 1.5 meters paved off street footpath. Most of the unpaved footpaths
run east to west, providing a breakage in the built form and also
enhances the visual corridor towards Mt. Kaileshwar. Some of the
footpaths will run east to west along the proposed secondary road, next
to the stormwater drains to form a linear green network as envisioned in
the Structure plan.
Enforcement of traffic laws and regulations represents another important
element in safe pedestrian activity in a roadway environment. This
includes not only the enforcement of pedestrian regulations (e.g.
jaywalking, crossing against the signal) but also motorist actions related
to pedestrians (e.g. speeding, yielding to pedestrians when turning).
Finally, substantially improved nighttime light that enhances pedestrian
safety should be provided. Sidewalks and walkways enhance pedestrian
safety and mobility. This is a critical component of a pedestrian
transportation network in urban and suburban areas. Well-designed
paving, street furniture (e.g. benches, seating areas, artwork, etc.),
landscaping and lighting make the public sidewalk a place where people
want to be. These features create a sense of place on the street and are
also important visual traffic calming measures. Furthermore, retail and
restaurants thrive on pedestrian-friendly streets providing visual interest
for pedestrians. The map below shows the proposed network of on street
and off-street footpath network.

Figure 34: Pedestrian footpath laid out in Amo Chhu
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5.2.3 Open Spaces
Open space is a publicly owned land that is set aside primarily for recreation, nature conservation, passive outdoor
enjoyment and public gatherings. This includes public parks, gardens, reserves, waterways, publicly owned forecourts and
squares. Open space provides a range of benefits to citizens of a community, beyond the benefits that are accrued by the
private landowners. Parks and natural areas can be used for recreation and also provides aesthetic benefits to the
surroundings. And in a rapidly growing urban and suburban area, any preserved land can offer relief from congestion and
other negative effects of development.
Moreover, open space can play an important role in mitigating the urban heat island effect and assisting the area to adapt to
more extreme weather patterns, given the tropical climate of Phuentsholing. Provision of open space with natural features
through these new neighborhoods will help offset the buildup of urban heat. Planting additional large canopy trees in open
space and streets will also help mitigate urban heat buildup.
Understanding the importance of open spaces in a place like Phuentsholing, the plan proposes for a total area of 4.073
acres of open space in the LAP area.
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Figure 35: Map illustrating open spaces in Amo Chhu LAP.
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Principles of Open Space Provision
The following principles will guide all future decisions and recommendations on open space use and management in the
Amo chhu LAP. These are underpinned by the premise that open space should have due regard to the environmental values
embedded in the landscape.
•

Reflecting community needs.
Open space provision and use decisions will be guided and influenced by, but not necessarily
limited to, information from local and municipal communities on their open space interests,
needs and aspirations; by demographic characteristics, and by information on the types and
patterns of leisure activity pursued by the community.

•

Expanding the network of linkages
Ensure that existing pedestrian and bicycle trail networks are enhanced and that additional
provision is made to effectively meet recreation and commuter needs.

•

Improving provision and optimizing access.
Decisions on open space management and use will give a high priority to creating an equitable
distribution of open space and types of open space across the LAP. Particular attention will be
given to providing and developing open space linkages between different open space resources
and different parts of the LAP, and to activity nodes where linkages are difficult but compatible
uses are concentrated.
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•

Site responsive uses & Maintenance
Ensure that the uses of open spaces are appropriate to the nature, sustainable capacity and
characteristics of the sites. Also, to ensure that open spaces are sited, planned and maintained
to agreed service and safety standards, with due regard to economic sustainability. Provision of
open spaces provides a sense of openness which is intrinsic to the social and cultural value that
the community has about their home. Moreover, it will be an important factor in promoting Amo
Chhu as a livable place booming with new residents, tourists and broader economic investment.

Types of open space
Local open spaces are sites which because of their generally small size, the similarity of the uses made of them and/or their
high frequency of provision, predominantly or totally serve individual neighborhoods or suburbs within the LAP. Small
playgrounds, ball sport kick about areas and neighbourhood pathways are common local open spaces which reflect their
community of interest.
Sub-regional open spaces are sites, which by virtue of their larger size, more specialized uses and/or less frequent level of
provision; serve substantial districts in the city of Phuentsholing. Many sports facilities, large playgrounds and large informal
parks serve a sub-regional role.
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Overall direction:
As Amo chhu changes and grows, positive actions will be required to upgrade existing and provide additional open space to
maintain the role open space plays in shaping Amo Chhu’s image and livability. This will require:
•
•
•

Adding open space to the network to provide a diversity of open spaces for multiple uses, expanding the capital city
functions into new open space in the center and mitigate urban heat buildup.
Improvements to the design and function of some existing open spaces, achieving the objectives and improvements to
their natural features, character and biodiversity.
Provide distributed open space within easy walking distance

The beneficial effects of open space for communities living in urban areas supports the general planning principle that
people including children, young people and those with limited mobility should have easy access to public open space. This
means:
• The community is able to easily walk to open space within 400 metres of them, being approximately a 10-minute walk
• No need to cross major barriers to reach the open space including major roads and railways. A key strategy objective of
providing open space within easy walking distance of the majority of residents and workers will be achieved by:
• Additional open space is to be established in gap areas, refer to the Gap Analysis Diagram. In some cases, the smaller
spaces will be achieved by utilizing wide road reserves
• Additional green open spaces in LAP areas across the municipality
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Figure 36: 3D Visualization of the OS-1 in Amo Chhu LAP
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5.2.4 Solid Waste management
Given the lack of proper solid waste management scheme in the LAP
area, the plan proposes for some form of management before detailed
SWM plan is proposed by the Thromde. The primary objective will be to
minimize volume of waste instead of providing more landfill site or
dumping sites. Consequently, the following methods can be practiced:

• Segregation at source of collection into recyclable waste and nonrecyclable wastes, degradable and non-degradable.
• 3 Rs of waste management

Source segregation

Segregating the waste at the source ensures that it does not
get mixed up in landfills. Without segregation of the waste,
there is the danger of leakage after a period of time, resulting
in leachate or toxic soup at the bottom, which can contaminate
ground water and release explosive methane gas.
Segregation is one of the easiest practices to follow and it
simply means separating the waste into DRY AND WET, in
order to ensure that it is not mixed to make handling it easier
later on.
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3 Rs
The waste hierarchy refers to the 3 R’s of reduce, reuse and recycle, which classify waste management strategies according
to their desirability. The 3 R’s are meant to be a hierarchy in order of importance. The main objective of this hierarchy is to
maximize the practical benefits from the products and to create the least amount of waste.
1. REDUCE RESOURCE OPTIMISATION
Source reduction involves efforts to reduce waste and other materials. Minimizing the amount of waste produced by
organizations or individuals goes hand-in-hand with optimizing their use of raw materials. Reducing the quantity of waste that
must be transported and disposed of should be a primary goal for the LAP.
2. REUSE
To reuse is to use an item more than once. This includes conventional reuse where the item is used
again for the same function and new-life reuse where it is used for a different function. By taking useful
products and exchanging those, without reprocessing, reuse help save time, money, energy, and
resources. In broader economic terms, reuse offers quality products to people and organizations with
limited means, while generating jobs and business activity that contribute to the economy. Historically,
financial motivation was one of the main drivers of reuse. In the developing world this driver can lead to
very high levels of reuse. Current environmental awareness is gradually changing attitudes and
regulations, such as the new packaging regulations, are gradually beginning to reverse the situation.
3. RECYCLING
In contrast, recycling is the breaking down of the used item into raw materials which are used to make new items. It can
reduce waste to landfill but also provide economic, environmental and social positives. The Thromde shall assist private
sector and community initiatives in establishing markets for recyclable products with priority for materials which are currently
being recycled and/or can find sustained market demand. Such support may include training and the provision of
reimbursable funding or grants.
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Strategies for Action
Storage
Storage is a system for keeping the discarded materials before they are collected for the final disposal. In times of
emergency, there are instances where the community impacted will dump their domestic waste in poorly defined heaps
close to their surroundings. In such cases, provisions for improved disposal or storage facilities should be laid out in areas
where people can easily find it. Improved storage facilities include:
•
•
•
•

Small containers: household containers, plastic bins
Large containers: Communal bins, oil drums
Shallow pits
Communal depot: Walled or fenced areas'

In determining the size, quantity and distribution of storage facilities the
number of users, type of waste and maximum walking distance must be
considered. The bins should be emptied thrice in a week in order to
ensure that they do not overflow.
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Collection System
The proposed collection system will have a door to door
collection for the Amo Chhu LAP thrice a week with two
days designated for wet waste and one for dry waste.
The institution areas should be equipped with
community bins at regular intervals. The municipal will
collect those bins and will dump at landfill sites on a
timely basis.

Landfilling
Open dumps are quite heavily practiced in Bhutan due to lack of fund in managing the solid waste disposal site. The open
dumps have no proper surface water management, liners, leachate collection and treatment systems, therefore, they pollute
the environment
Currently, the landfill for the Phuentsholing Thromde is situated at Pekarshing, which is located 7kms away from the town,
encompassing an area of 7 acres. The landfill is an open dump site with no proper surface water management, liners,
leachate collection and treatment system. With the Amo Chhu LAP, the waste can also go to the Pekarshing landfill although
the current practice of managing the landfill could be further improvised in order to optimally use the 7 acres of land instead
of designating another landfill which will only pollute the environment. Moreover, there is a need to revolutionize the solid
waste management and to abandon past practices that neglects the protection of the environment.
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Maybe, the open dump could be further
promoted to a sanitary landfill, where the waste is
placed in a large excavation (pit or trench) in the
ground, which is back-filled with excavated soil
each day the waste is tipped. Sanitary landﬁll
refers to an engineered MSW disposal facility
designed
and
operated
to
minimize
environmental and health impacts. Ideally, about
0.5m of soil should cover the deposited refuse at
the end of each day to prevent animals from
digging up the waste and flies from breeding. If
the current landfill is reaching its maximum
capacity, the location of landfill sites should be
decided by the Thromde in consultation with the
local authorities and the affected population.

Figure 37: Land filling
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5.2.5 Water supply
The Phuentsholing city’s water supply comprises of surface water and underground water. The water supply network in Amo
chhu LAP will be from existing underground water extraction at the moment, which was undertaken with DANIDA’s
assistance. For the long-term measure, with the Water Supply Flagship program of the 12 FYP, water supply is proposed
to be from the Amo chhu river itself. The water reservoir and treatment plant along with pumping station is proposed below
the Toorsa Tar LAP. If the water demand is further increased, water supply from the PTDP is also possible as the project
has already incorporated the water demand for Amo chhu LAP.
The average daily demand was assumed as 7000 m 3 per day based on metered water consumption and per capita
consumption of 133 Ipcd. As per the structure plan, the dam is proposed to be constructed on Amo chhu river basin to
support the future Hydropower project thus water could be also pumped from the dam and supplied to the storage reservoirs
proposed at various location including the Amo chhu LAP.

5.2.6 Stormwater drainage
With this LAP, Amo Chhu will have an integrated drainage system. The stormwater system for ALDTP comprises of both
natural and man-made systems. Due to the mountainous conditions of the context there are multiple natural seasonal
streams that flow into the flatter floodplains of Amo Chhu. Depending on the available area and land use, the streams are
allowed to flow naturally into Amo Chhu River or are channelized through an underground culvert. Sizes of these culverts
are determined based on the peak intensity recorded in the vicinity/ project area and the catchment area of the streams/
natural outfall.
All the drains from the households would be connected to the underground culvert/ larger discharge channels before
directing to the Amo Chhu river. The location of the drains would be as per the plan and detail designing needs to be carried
out by the relevant agencies.
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Some of the streams will flow at high velocities from the mountains bringing debris and sediments with them. Such high
energy will have to be dissipated using RCC baffle walls constructed at strategic intervals along their channels. The velocity
control measures are proposed in order to reduce the velocity and control the soil erosion.

Figure 38: Network of stormwater drains in Amo Chhu LAP
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5.2.7 Sewerage System
Given the former understanding between the two parties, namely PTDP and Thromde, the PTDP will keep provisions for
the population of the Amo Chhu LAP in terms of the sewage treatment. Keeping that in consideration, the PTDP has
proposed for the following in Zone A.
Sewage collection: The sewage collection and conveyance system is by gravity. Individual buildings will plug into the main
sewage line and by gravity. Individual buildings will plug into the main sewage line and by gravity would be conveyed to the
treatment facility. Usually there is a pumping station to help pump the sewage up to a level convenient for treatment;
however, the natural gradient of the site matches the required gradient making the pumping stations redundant for ALDTP.
The proposed sewage treatment plants are Sequential Batch reactors with tertiary treatment and Ozonization for the
recycled water. The treated and purified water would be reused for gardening, landscaping and flushing purposes.
Both these sewage treatment plants would be surrounded by vegetation and trees to prevent spread of foul odour if any, to
the development nearby.
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5.3 Mode of land mobilization
Over the last few decades, Bhutan has undergone unprecedented urbanization. Currently, almost over 30% of the current
population lives in urban areas and this number is expected to increase to more than 50% by 2020.Such an alarming rate of
urbanization exacerbated by the lack of favourable land for development, puts tremendous pressure on the urban
infrastructures, services, housing and environment, compromising the standard of livability in the cities. In an act to tackle
urbanization and for the orderly provision of basic infrastructures, the land pooling scheme is a commonly deployed mode of
land mobilization during the formulation of LAPS in Bhutan. Land pooling is basically a technique wherein a group of
contiguous land parcels are brought together for unified planning in order to provide for public infrastructures (roads, open
spaces, footpaths, parking, etc) or to further upgrade the existing infrastructures.
During the formulation of the 2014 Amo Chhu LAP, a land pooling contribution of 30% was applied on the landowners.
Therefore, during the revision of the 2014 Amo Chhu LAP, no extra land was pooled from the land owners, respecting the
prior contribution that the land owners made. Out of the total 99.15 acres of LAP area, a total of 29.715 acres of land has
been pooled, excluding one plot (0.1 acre) which has been exempted from the land pooling scheme since the existing size
of the plot is lesser than the minimum required size of 13 decimals. Instead, CPLC (Cash paid in lieu of contribution) will be
applied for that one plot. This pooled land has been used to provide public facilities including roads, open spaces, services/
utilities, drains, etc.
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Areas
(in
acres)

Pooled land
(30 % LP
contribution)
(in acres)

After Land
pooling
(in acres)

Total LAP area:

99.15

Total registered
private area:

64.62

Land excluded from
LP

0.1

FINAL Private LAND
FOR POOLING

64.52

19.356

45.161

Unregistered

34.53

10.359

24.171

TOTAL POOLED
LAND

Remarks

Land area less than 13
decimals, therefore
CPLC applied

29.715
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Total pooled land: 29.715

Infrastructures

Area in acres

Percentage

Roads

17.75

50%

Open space

4.073

11.62%

Service/utilities

1.171

3.34%

Storm water drain

2.145

6.12%

Highway

9.897

28.24%

Total

35.036
Area in acres

Infrastructures

35.036

Pooled land

29.715

Deficit land for
infrastructure (DLFI)

5.312

State land (SL)

24.171

Remaining

Remarks

Remarks

From state
land.
18.859 (SLDLFI)
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5.4 Precinct Plan
Precinct in structure planning is a fundamental blueprint for development and proposals that will happen over many years.
Such precinct planning is very crucial in making growth areas highly livable, both for now and for future generations. It not
only focuses on the designation of greenfield sites but also focuses on urban consolidation to address population growth
and housing and employment demands that ﬂows from it.
A precinct plan gives more flexibility than the conventional land-use plan, however, it is to be understood that every precinct
has a dominant activity and other activities are supportive to it. The support activities are governed by the main activity and
therefore, only a limited number of support activities may be allowed within a precinct subject to their compatibility with the
main activity. The proposed precincts have been demarcated with a scientific temperament and rationale with due regard to
the Bhutanese lifestyle. The main precinct designation throughout the LAP is the same, i.e. Urban Village 1 (UV- 1), which
is a mixed- use precinct. Furthermore, the precincts have been categorized as follows:
• Urban Village -1 (UV -1)
• Services (S-1)
• National open green spaces (OS-1)
• Green spaces System (OS-2)
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Figure 39: Final Precinct Plan for Amo Chhu LAP 2019
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5.5 Carrying Capacity
The number of people which a region can withstand without environmental degradation is termed as carrying Capacity. The
carrying capacity of Amo chhu Local Area Plan (LAP) is 22458 people. It is calculated considering the mean household size
of Phuentsholing Thromde i.e. 4.4 as per Population and Housing Census of Bhutan (PHCB) 2017. The maximum
permissible floor height for UV-1 precinct in Amo chhu LAP is 6 as stated in Amo chhu Development Control Regulations
(DCR). Despite that 4 floors are used for calculation considering ground and first floor to be used for commercial purposes.
50% ground coverage (as per DCR) for UV-1 precinct is also considered and also assumed that one unit occupies an area
of 100 SQ.M while calculating the carrying capacity.
The carrying capacity is calculated using following formula;
C.C = Net Area (SQ.M) x Max. Coverage x Residential floor X

mean Household (H.H)

100

The projected population of Amo chhu LAP by 2039 is only 915 persons considering the existing population of 518 (2017
PHCB). With the carrying capacity of 22458, the projected population can be easily accommodated in the LAP area.
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5.6 Plotting reconfiguration
The principles of land reconfiguration used for Amo Chhu LAP area as follows:
1. Principle of Correspondence: Where plots are retained in its original location or near its original location with minimal
displacement.
2. Divisibility: Where keen attention has been given to the future subdivision of the plots or its divisibility to the minimum
plot sizes and the blocks are designed in such a way to ensure the fulfillment of this principle
3. Build-ability: Where plot width of standard plots is maintained at a minimum size of 14-15m in order to ensure its
adequacy and convenience for building construction.
4. Accessibility: Where road access has been provided for all plots considering that topography permits and wherever not
feasible, then a footpath access with a common car parking nearby will be provided.
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For the purpose of delineating the blocks, the
secondary road has been taken as the dividing factor.
The 5 blocks in the LAP are medium densities and
mixed-use neighborhoods, as dictated by the
designation of UV-1 precinct. The four lane- highway
borders the western end of the LAP with the 10m
primary road lying on the eastern end of the LAP.
Given the proposed high density in this area and
taking into consideration the tropical climate of
Phuentsholing, we have proposed for open spaces in
and around the block to improve the quality of life for
the residents in the community. As much as possible,
local open spaces have been proposed in appropriate
areas, which is easily accessible, in order to cater to
the recreational needs of the neighbourhood. The
plots have been reconfigured in such a manner that
the proposed roads ensure maximum accessibility
meanwhile retaining the plots in their original location
as much as possible in accordance to the law of
correspondence. The stormwater drains run east to
west towards the Amo Chhu river in order to convey
the stormwater into the water bodies. When the
larger plots have a road that run through it, we have
subdivided the plots into plot A and B. Furthermore,
the plotting reconfiguration of the larger plots have
been carried out in such a manner that it ensures the
availability of road access, in events of future
subdivision.

BLOCK 1
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BLOCK 2

BLOCK 3
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BLOCK 4

Annex
Land Pooling Calculations

Land
pooling
Land after
contribution pooling

#

Thram
No
Plot_ID

Area in
Sqm

Land
pooling %

1

162

PGT-2868

2670.965

0.3

801.289 1869.675

1869.675

2

663

PGT-336

2023.430

0.3

607.029 1416.401

1416.401

3

1365

PGT-517

4734.808

0.3

1420.442 3314.366

3314.366

4

2053

PGT-2515

12707.104 0.3

3812.131 8894.973

8894.973

5

961

PGT-2721

526.110

0.3

157.833 368.277

368.277

6

669

PGT-78

3844.517

0.3

1153.355 2691.162

2691.162

7

677

PGT-359

4046.860

0.3

1214.058 2832.802

2832.802

8

1992

PGT-521

2832.802

0.3

849.840 1982.962

1982.962

9

707

PGT-121

3844.517

0.3

1153.355 2691.162

2691.162

Remarks
Land Pooling was carried out for 2019
LAP
Land Pooling was carried out for 2019
LAP
Land Pooling was carried out for 2019
LAP
Land Pooling was carried out for 2019
LAP
Land Pooling was carried out for 2019
LAP
Land Pooling was carried out for 2019
LAP
Land Pooling was carried out for 2019
LAP
Land Pooling was carried out for 2019
LAP
Land Pooling was carried out for 2019
LAP

2832.802

Plot PGT-153(718) is merged with this
plot and thram

10

11
12
13
14
15
16

717

1360
3303
2129
3310
236
1629

PGT-152

PGT-496
PGT-3937
PGT-3152
PGT-3942
PGT-846
PGT-1313

2832.802

4560.800
607.029
424.939
1214.058
4258.401
2832.802

Proposed
plot area

4560.8
607.029
424.939
1214.058
4258.401
2832.802

Proposed
plot ID

Plots PGT-1446 (1686) and PGT1070 (1463) are merged with this plot
and thram
Subdivided from PGT-230
subdivided from PGT-2632
Subdivided from PGT-2788

17

2077

PGT-3066

1756.334

18

672

PGT-351

2832.802

19

2077

PGT-3067

2379.528

20
21
22
23
24
25

861
611
2037
447
654
460

PGT-2763
PGT-2632
PGT-2478
PGT-328
PGT-311
PGT-199

424.939
453.274
396.603
2834.474
2832.802
1416.401

26

2040

PGT-2496

2832.802

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

237
170
1684
1684
66
66
66
66
398
167
144
476

PGT-2183
PGT-1879
PGT-1432
PGT-1431
PGT-3071
PGT-3075
PGT-707
PGT-3070
PGT-818
PGT-1874
PGT-2823
PGT-830

2834.846
654.874
424.939
424.939
8740.048
14282.741
4966.416
2567.471
651.530
708.201
396.603
975.297

39

584

PGT-138

5948.866

1756.334
2041.05
791.752
1649.696
729.832
424.939
453.274
396.603
2834.474
2832.802
1416.401
1676.82
1155.982
2834.846
654.874
424.939
424.939
8740.048
14282.741
4966.416
2567.471
651.53
708.201
396.603
975.297
5270.007
678.859

PGT-351A
PGT-351B
PGT-3067A
PGT-3067B

PGT-2496A
PGT-2496B

PGT-138A
PGT-138B

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

1477
1477
347
488
655
655
1610
671
1678
399
36
349
3287
3286
2128

PGT-1088
PGT-3069
PGT-783
PGT-854
PGT-3068
PGT-2788
PGT-1289
PGT-3065
PGT-1413
PGT-2541
PGT-1217
PGT-785
PGT-3927
PGT-3928
PGT-3131
PGT-1331

4235.082
4247.903
736.536
708.201
950.956
1902.006
1048.133
849.878
368.268
368.268
5665.604
424.939
445.192
445.192
509.945
424.939

4235.082
4247.903
736.536
708.201
950.956
1902.006
1048.133
849.878
368.268
368.268
5665.604
424.939
445.192
445.192
509.945
424.939

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

915
915
915
3207
1593
1593
2103
213
1652

PGT-3122
PGT-3120
PGT-3123
PGT-3567
PGT-1270
PGT-2689
PGT-868
PGT-2365
PGT-1353

4289.709
5210.937
5253.951
809.372
1189.810
962.755
396.603
1062.254
566.523
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412

PGT-151

2832.709

4289.709
5210.937
5253.951
809.372
1189.81
962.755
396.603
1062.254
566.523
1647.33
1185.379

PGT-151A
PGT-151B

66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

604
2127
1712
200
171
397
174
3267
372

PGT-230
PGT-3130
PGT-1479
PGT-1977
PGT-1882
PGT-817
PGT-1887
PGT-3706
PGT-149

1416.401
481.610
1416.401
424.939
708.201
649.950
708.201
425.682
425.682

75

673

PGT-352

2832.802

76
77
78
79
80

2005
348
1713
1910
2087

PGT-2404
PGT-784
PGT-1481
PGT-2091
PGT-2631

424.939
424.939
424.846
708.201
481.610

81

605

PGT-231

5665.604

82
83

2064
1944

PGT-2527
PGT-2699

368.268
1073.589

84

675

PGT-354

2832.802

85
86
87
88

504
1619
1619
238

PGT-882
PGT-1300
PGT-2688
PGT-844

2351.192
397.068
398.183
1246.017

1416.401
481.61
1416.401
424.939
708.201
649.95
708.201
425.682
425.682
1708.79
1124.012
424.939
424.939
424.846
708.201
481.61
1062.883
2146.036
2456.686
368.268
1073.589
1854.643
978.159
2351.192
397.068
398.183
1246.017

PGT-231A
PGT-231B
PGT-231C

PGT-354A
PGT-354B

89
90
91

1611
1590
244

PGT-1290
PGT-1267
PGT-2191

1189.810
424.939
2832.802

92
93
94
95

2144
652
3263
373

PGT-3531
PGT-306
PGT-2591
PGT-815

1416.401
396.603
1345.609
5665.604

96
97
98
99

1710
1709
172
477

PGT-1478
PGT-1477
PGT-1883
PGT-833

100

235

PGT-2182

453.274
1416.401
708.201
594.859
5665.604

101
102
103

482
464
2086

PGT-786
PGT-499
PGT-2630

736.536
368.268
481.610

872

PGT-2590

5714.286

104
105

872

PGT-3073

4193.926

106

872

PGT-3074

4255.799

1189.81
424.939
1958.576
874.226
1416.401
396.603
1345.609
4716.646
948.9587
453.274
1416.401
708.201
594.859
3750.2
1915.404
736.536
368.268
481.61
2945.99
2768.296
4193.926
2762.422
1493.3778

PGT-2182A
PGT-2182B

PGT-2590A
PGT-2590B
PGT-3074A
PGT-3074B

